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12. Hodge Filtrations on Gauss.Martin Systems. II

By Morihiko SAIT0
Research Institute for Mathematical Sciences, Kyoto University

(C(mmunicated by Kunihiko KODAIRA, M. $. A., Feb. 12, 1983)

Let f" X----Y be. a projective: morphism o. algebraic manifolds.
The theory of Deligne, Gabber, Beilinson, and Bernstein describes
the decomposition o the direct image Rf.Cz in. D(C.), and gives the
Poincar duality and the hard Le2schetz theorem (cL [3]). We prove
the theorem for a one-parameter projective family (i.e., f is flat pro-
jective and dim Y=I) without assuming algebraicity (cL Theorem
(1.1) and Corollary (1.2)). We use essentially the theory of filtered
_q)-Modules [1], [5], which enables us to. apply the theory of limit mixed
Hodge structure o Steenbrink.

I would like to thank Profs. K. Saito and M. Kashiwara or use-
ul discussions.

1. Le.t f" Y---S be a projective morphism of complex manifolds
with dim Y=n+l and dim S=1. In [5], we defined the Gauss-Man.in

system _.[(C) in DF(), such that DR(.[C))Rf,C__ in. D(C)(cL

[], [4]).
(1.1)

(1.1.1)

Theorem, 1) We have the isomorphisms

Or 0.[-- k] in DF(s),

and

(1.1.2) Oyq((f Oy)"( Oy Is,) for any ke Z,

as filtered z-Modules. Here,

X=S-S is the set of the critical values of f and is the minimal
extension of a regular holonomic system on S* (i.e., ()
( ) 0 and "Is,=).

2) Let L be a relatively ample line bundle on Y and let us also
denote by L the operator defined by the cup product of c(L). Then
we have the isomorphisms for any k e Z+
O..a) g" {},

iO..4) 5 5 {-n},
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which are compatible with the decomposition (1.1.2).

In particular, Or is Cohen-Macaulay and self dual of weight
f

[5].
Remarks. 1. It is conjectured in [1] that the decompositions

(1.1.1) and (1.1.2) hold in a more general case.

)2. The Hodge filtration " on (]s. is determined by the
f

filtration on S*" i.e., F )]s. =,o3tff/

(1.2) Corollary. 1) We have the isomorphisms
Rf,CrZRf,C[ k] in

and
Rf,Cr_J((Rf,Cr)(R)],(Rf,Cr[s.) for any k Z,

where ]" S*- >S is the natural inclusion.
2) We have the isomorphisms for any k e Z/

i" ],(R-f,CI,)-],(R/f,C].)
],(R- C (R/f, r Is,) (omc (1, f,Cr I*),

L" (R"+’- f,Cr),_q(z(R +’ f,
,_q(z(Rn+ ’-xf,Cr) lz ",-q(o,c (,-(z(R’+ ’+ f.Cr) lz, Cz)

Remark. If dim S> 1, the deeo.mpo.sition Rf,Cr
do.e.s not hold in gene:ral. We need the complex of intersection co-
homology shea o Deligne-Goresky-MaePherson [3].

2. Vanishing cohomology sheaves. Let f" Y--S be a one-
parameter projective family on a unit. disc. We assume that Y is
smooth and that Y0=f-’(0) is a divisor with normal crossings whose
irre.ducible components are nonsingular. We set

m "=LCM {mult f’t),
where Y0- E is the, decomposition into irreducible components and
t is a local coo.rdinate o.n S.

Let. U be a universal covering of S* S-(0}. We set. Y Y U
and " Y--,Y a natural morphism. Following Deligne (cf. SGA7,
XIV), we define the co,mplexes of sheaves RC and RC on Y0 by

RrC =R,C[o
and

R#C Coker (Cro--RrC).
Le (RC) (resp. (R#C)) be the subeomplex of RWC (resp. R#C),

on which M, acs as the scalar multiplication a id, where M is the
semisimple par of he monodromy M and a is a complex number (el.
[7, (2.18)]). By the monodromy heo.rem, we have RC
and R#C(R), (R#C),,/), where e(i/m) "=exp (2=/- 1 i/m).

Let 9 be the complex o.f holo.morphic differential forms. We set
{w e , df/w O}

and
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"=t’/df9- for p e Z,
where df’-f*dt. " and _" are complexes of sheaves on Y with
the differentiation d.

(2.1) Proposition. 1) There are finite decreasing filtrations V"
on ’/t" and on " such that we have quasi-isomorphisms

Gr (’/t’)[1]o(RC)(_
and

Gr (’[1])ro(RC)(_ for i=l, ,.., m.
We have Gr=0 for igO or im.

Moreover, they induce strictly compatible filtrations V" on
RF(Yo, (’/t’)[1]) and on RF(Yo, ’[1]) respectively.

2) The stupid filtration {a} on (’/t’)[1] and on ’[1] induces
strictly compatible filtrations F" on RF(Yo, Gr(’/t’)[1]) and on
RE(Y0, Gr ’[1])respectively. They coincide with the Hodge filtra-
tions of the mixed Hodge structures of Steenbrin on H’(Yo, RC)
H’(Y, C)and on H’(Yo, RC), and Coker (H(Yo, RC)H(Yo, RC))
has a pure Hodge structure of weight k+ 1.

3) We have the filtered isomorphisms for any k e Z+
L" Hn-(Yo, Gr (’/t’)[1])H+(Yo, Gr (’/t’)[1]){k}
L" H-(Yo, Gr (’[1]))H+ (Y0, Gr (’[1])){k}.
This proposition follows from the results of Steenbrink [6], [7].

The filtration V" is induced by the i-adic filtration on ’, cf. [5].. Proof of the theorem. It is sufficient to prove the decom-
position. (1.1.2), the hard Lefschetz Theorem (1.1.3) and the strict

compatibility of the Hodge filtration on Gr. In fact, (1.1.1) is re-
J

duced to the last two statements by an argument, of Deligne [2], and
(1.1.4) follows from [5, (1.4)] and (1.1.1).

Thus we may assume that f is flat, S is a unit disc, and (0}.

Gr is calculated as the direct image of the complex of sheaves on Y

"=[][1]with the differentiation d-df and the Hodge filtration
[1].

Using the arguments similar to those in [5, (2.5)] and [7, (1.13)],
we may assume that Y0 is a divisor with normal crossings as in 2.
We define the increasing tiltration U. on C" by

U(’) "=(< 9"3+’3f)[1] for k e z.
We have the filtered isomorphisms

GrC’’[1]
and

Gr[ C’’[1](k) for kl.
The next proposition gives the desired result combined with
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Proposition (2.1), since (1.1.2) follows from the local classification of
regular holonomic systems on S, the local invariant cycle theorem [6]
and Propositions (2.1) 2) and (3.1).

(3.1) Proposition. The induced filtrations U. and " on Rf,C"
are strictly compatible.

Set C" "/ UoC’, so that
0 >Rf.’[1] >Rf.C" )Rf,C" 0

is exact [5]. Using the theory of microlocalization, we can show that
U. is strict on Rf,C’, and hence on Rf,C’. Then the strict compati-
bility of " follows from Proposition (2.1).

(I;) IRemark. Ui (r is the (C)s-subModule generated by w e (r

such that (t3-a)w-O or some m e N and a--1-i.
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